Abstract. We compute the cone of effective divisors on the Hilbert scheme of n points in the projective plane. We show the sections of many stable vector bundles satisfy a natural interpolation condition, and that these bundles always give rise to the edge of the effective cone of the Hilbert scheme. To do this, we give a generalization of Gaeta's theorem on the resolution of the ideal sheaf of a general collection of n points in the plane. This resolution has a natural interpretation in terms of Bridgeland stability, and we observe that ideal sheaves of collections of points are destabilized by exceptional bundles. By studying the Bridgeland stability of exceptional bundles, we also show that our computation of the effective cone of the Hilbert scheme is consistent with a conjecture in [ABCH] which predicts a correspondence between Mori and Bridgeland walls for the Hilbert scheme.
For a projective variety X, the Hilbert scheme X [n] parameterizes length n zero-dimensional subschemes of X. When X is a smooth surface, the Hilbert scheme is a useful compactification of the open symmetric product (X n \ ∆)/S n parameterizing distinct collections of n points. By a result of Fogarty, in this case X [n] is a smooth projective variety of dimension 2n, and X [n] → X n /S n resolves the singularities of the ordinary symmetric product [F1] . is a triangular number, then there is a divisor given as the locus of schemes which lie on some curve of degree r, and this divisor spans the edge of the cone. Alternately, the divisor is described as the locus of schemes which fail to impose independent conditions on sections of the line bundle O P 2 (r). Generalizing this construction to allow more arbitrary vector bundles instead of only line bundles allows us to construct the nontrivial edge of Eff P 2[n] for every n.
1.1. Interpolation for vector bundles. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r on a smooth curve or surface X. We say E satisfies interpolation for n points if a general collection Z of n points imposes rn conditions on sections of E, i.e. if h 0 (E ⊗ I Z ) = h 0 (E) − rn.
This forces h 0 (E) ≥ rn; let W ⊂ H 0 (E) be a general subspace of dimension rn. Then the locus of Z ∈ X [n] which fail to impose independent conditions on sections in W forms an effective divisor D E (n) in X [n] . In the particular case where X = P 2 , one sees by an elementary Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch calculation (see [ABCH, H2, H3] ) that if E is a vector bundle which satisfies interpolation for n points then the divisor D E (n) has class [D E (n)] = c 1 (E) − rk (E) ∆ 2 .
If we let µ(E) = c 1 (E)/ rk(E) be the slope, then this class spans the ray
We are thus led to determine the minimum possible slope µ of a vector bundle satisfying interpolation for n points. We will see that the extremal edge of the effective cone can always be realized as a divisor associated to a vector bundle in this way. Furthermore, the minimum slope µ and vector bundles of slope µ with interpolation can be explicitly described.
Stable vector bundles and interpolation.
The key to determining the minimum slope µ of a vector bundle with interpolation for n points lies in considering stable vector bundles. A vector bundle E is (slope)-stable if every coherent subsheaf F ⊂ E with 0 < rk F < rk E has µ(F ) < µ (E) . Our general expectation is that a stable bundle E of rank r typically satisfies interpolation for n points so long as it has at least rn sections. The number of sections of a general stable bundle E of slope µ(E) ≥ 0 is just χ = χ(E) by [GH] , so it is natural to try and determine the minimum possible slope of a stable bundle with the property χ ≥ rn. A priori it could happen that no such minimum exists, since the infimum of the slopes of such bundles could be irrational. This, however, is not the case.
Theorem 1.1. For a fixed nonnegative integer n, the set of nonnegative slopes of stable bundles on P 2 satisfying χ/r ≥ n has a minimum µ.
The number µ can be explicitly computed for any given n, as we will see in Section 4. The main difficulty is understanding when a given moduli space M (r, c, d) of stable vector bundles with Chern character (r, c, d ) is nonempty. The answer to this question is well-known, but depends intimately on the geometry of the exceptional bundles on P 2 ; these are the rigid stable bundles, i.e. the stable bundles E with Ext 1 (E, E) = 0.
It is particularly important to understand the set E of slopes of exceptional bundles on P 2 . By results of Drezet and Le Potier [Dr2, DLP, LP] , for any rational number µ ∈ Q there is an associated exceptional slope α ∈ E such that the existence of stable vector bundles with slope µ is controlled by the (unique) exceptional bundle E α of slope α. Theorem 1.1 follows from a study of the number theory of exceptional slopes. These slopes have many interesting properties; we highlight one result in this direction here. Theorem 1.2. Let α ∈ E be the slope of an exceptional bundle on P 2 . Every term in the even-length continued fraction expansion of the fractional part of α is a one or a two. Furthermore, these terms form a palindrome.
1.3.
A generalization of Gaeta's theorem. Let us recall Gaeta's theorem on the resolution of the ideal sheaf of n general points in P 2 (see [E] ). Let Z be a general collection of n points in P 2 , and write
there is a unique such decomposition. Then the ideal sheaf I Z admits one of the following two resolutions, depending on whether 2s ≤ r or 2s ≥ r:
Let us focus on the case where 2s ≥ r; a similar picture applies in the other case. We have r − s + 1 = dim Hom(O P 2 (−r), I Z ), so define a sheaf W to be the kernel of the canonical map O P 2 (−r) ⊗ Hom(O P 2 (−r), I Z ) → I Z .
Assuming the canonical map is surjective (which it is if say s ≤ r − 2), W will be a vector bundle with resolution 0 → W → O P 2 (−r − 2) s → O P 2 (−r − 1) 2s−r → 0, where the map is the same one as in the resolution of I Z (and hence is general). The resolution 0 → W → O P 2 (−r) ⊗ Hom(O P 2 (−r), I Z ) → I Z → 0 is particularly well-behaved when W is stable; however, W will be stable if and only if either ϕ −1 < s/r ≤ 1 or s/r is a convergent in the continued fraction expansion of ϕ −1 , where ϕ = (1 + √ 5)/2 is the golden ratio. When W is not stable, this resolution is somewhat unsatisfactory. In this case the terms of the Gaeta resolution do not optimally reflect cohomological properties of the ideal sheaf I Z ; in particular, it may very well happen that V ⊗ I Z has no cohomology for some vector bundle V , but that V ⊗ W and V (−r) have cohomology. If one wishes to use the Gaeta resolution to prove V ⊗ I Z has no cohomology, it becomes necessary to analyze the maps in the resolution, and things become unwieldy. Our generalization of Gaeta's theorem will resolve the ideal sheaf into a pair of semistable bundles which are much more suitable for such computations. Theorem 1.3. Let µ be the minimum slope of a stable bundle on P 2 satisfying χ(E)/ rk(E) = n. Let α ∈ E be the exceptional slope associated to µ. If µ < α, the general ideal sheaf I Z of n points admits a canonical resolution 0 → W → E −α ⊗ Hom(E −α , I Z ) → I Z → 0 where W is a stable bundle and E −α is the exceptional bundle of slope −α. Similarly, if µ > α, the general ideal sheaf admits a canonical resolution
where W is a stable bundle. In each case, a resolution of W by semi-exceptional bundles can be explicitly described. (For some sporadic values of n, W is actually an object of a derived category; see Theorem 5.9 for a precise statement.)
We also refer the reader to Theorem 5.9 for a statement in case µ = α. We note that the Gaeta resolution is recovered as the special case where the exceptional slope α is an integer.
1.4. The effective cone of P 2 [n] . By combining Theorem 1.3 with the main result from [H2] we can construct the extremal edge of the effective cone of P 2[n] . Theorem 1.4. Let µ be the minimum slope of a stable bundle on P 2 with χ/r = n. A general such bundle V with sufficiently large and divisible rank satisfies interpolation for n points. Thus µH − 1 2 ∆ is the class of an effective divisor on P 2 [n] . Furthermore, the effective cone of P 2[n] is spanned by
Given the resolution of the ideal sheaf I Z , showing that such bundles V satisfy interpolation amounts to a previously studied problem about orthogonality of representations of the Kronecker quiver with two vertices and N arrows. We use results of Schofield and van den Bergh to prove interpolation holds.
The computational value of the generalized Gaeta resolution is demonstrated by the fact that if say µ < α (as in Theorem 1.3) and V is a bundle as in Theorem 1.4, then both V ⊗ W and V ⊗ E −α turn out to have no cohomology. Thus there is no need to understand the map W → E −α ⊗ Hom(E −α , I Z ) to show V ⊗ I Z has no cohomology. Such complication was unavoidable with the original Gaeta resolution.
To show that the divisor µH − 1 2 ∆ is actually extremal, we will study the rational map P 2[n] M (ch(W )) sending the general scheme Z to the bundle W in the resolution of I Z (or, more precisely, we study the map to a related moduli space of quiver representations). This map typically has positivedimensional fibers, and our extremal divisors on the Hilbert scheme are pullbacks under this map.
Since it is a bit tedious to determine the exact value of µ in the theorem by hand, we give a table describing the effective cone and associated exceptional slopes for small n at the end of Section 7.
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Preliminaries
In this section we set notation for the paper and review parts of the classification of stable vector bundles on P 2 that will be necessary throughout the paper. We predominantly choose notations to agree with the papers of Drezet and Le Potier [Dr1, Dr2, DLP, LP] , and summarize results from those sources.
2.1. Invariants of coherent sheaves. We collect here several formulas which will be used constantly throughout the paper. Let E be a coherent sheaf on P 2 , with Chern character (ch 0 , ch 1 , ch 2 ) = (r, c 1 , ch 2 ). When r > 0, the slope and discriminant are defined by
respectively. The Riemann-Roch formula relates the Chern character to the Euler characteristic by
where
is the Hilbert polynomial of the trivial sheaf O P 2 . If F is another coherent sheaf, we put
In case both E and F have positive rank, a variant of Riemann-Roch shows
Finally, Serre duality for Ext-groups gives
We say that a sheaf E is acyclic if H i (E) = 0 for all i > 0. In practice, we will only consider the notion of acyclicity for sheaves E with χ(E) = 0, in which case H 0 (E) = 0 as well.
Exceptional bundles.
The sources [DLP, LP] are good references for the material in this subsection. A coherent sheaf E is said to be stable (resp. semi-stable) if it is torsion free and every coherent subsheaf F ⊂ E with 0 < r(F ) < r(E) has µ(F ) ≤ µ(E) with ∆(E) < ∆(F ) (resp. ≤) in case of equality. For fixed values of the Chern character ch = (ch 0 , ch 1 , ch 2 ), we denote by M (ch) the moduli space of semistable sheaves with ch(E) = ch.
The invariant ∆ is useful due to its connection with stable bundles. Bogomolov's theorem shows that ∆(E) ≥ 0 for a stable bundle E. Furthermore, when the moduli space M (ch) is nonempty, it is irreducible of dimension r 2 (2∆ − 1) + 1. In particular, if M (ch) consists of a single point, then ∆ < 1/2.
An exceptional bundle E is a stable coherent sheaf such that M (ch (E) ) is reduced to a point (it follows from this that E is homogeneous, hence locally free). Equivalently, it is a stable bundle with ∆(E) < 1/2, or a rigid stable bundle (i.e. a stable bundle with Ext 1 (E, E) = 0). A semi-exceptional bundle is a bundle of the form E k , with E exceptional.
For any rational number α ∈ Q, denote by r α the denominator of α, i.e. the smallest positive integer r > 0 with rα ∈ Z. If there exists an exceptional bundle E α of slope α, then it is unique and its invariants are given by rk (E α 
Note that E * α = E −α , and also E α (1) = E α+1 . Exceptional bundles play an important role in the problem of determining when the moduli spaces M (ch) are nonempty. In particular, it is necessary to understand the set E of slopes of exceptional bundles.
Clearly E is invariant under translation α → α+1 and inversion α → −α. If α, β ∈ E and 3+α−β = 0, we define a rational number
which should be thought of as a modification of the mean of α and β (note that there is a typo in [Dr2] , and that ∆ β and ∆ α are reversed there).
] be the set of dyadic rational numbers. There is a bijection ε : D → E described inductively by setting ε(n) = n for n ∈ Z and
It is useful to keep several values of ε where q is small in mind, so we record them here. The following arithmetic properties of this setup will be used repeatedly in computations.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose
r α.β = r α r β (3 − α + β), and
Furthermore, the relations
hold.
The "furthermore" part of the lemma is an elementary consequence of the previous properties. Most properties of exceptional slopes are more efficiently proved by using the identities in the lemma instead of invoking the explicit definition of α.β.
2.3. Existence of stable coherent sheaves on P 2 . For any α ∈ E , define a number
which is the smaller of the two solutions of the equation
The number x α is always irrational. We denote by I α ⊂ R the interval
The intervals I α are all disjoint, and they cover the rationals:
If µ ∈ Q, then the unique slope α ∈ E with µ ∈ I α is called the associated exceptional slope to µ. Theorem 2.2 (Drezet [Dr2] ). Suppose r ≥ 1 is an integer, and µ, ∆ ∈ Q are numbers such that rµ and r(P (µ) − ∆) are integers. Define a function δ : Q → Q by the formula
The moduli space M (r, µ, ∆) of semistable sheaves with invariants (r, µ, ∆) is nonempty if and only if either δ(µ) ≤ ∆ or (r, µ, ∆) are the invariants of some semi-exceptional bundle.
Write C = R \ α∈E I α . We can view C as a generalized Cantor set, obtained by iteratively removing from R at step q all intervals I α where α is of the form ε(p/2 q ). It is easy to see from what has been said so far that C is the closure of all the endpoints of the intervals I α (just as is true for the ordinary Cantor set). Remark 2.3. As with the standard Cantor set, C is uncountable and most of its points are not endpoints of the intervals I α . This fact is a source of much technical difficulty.
While the next result is well-known, the argument is fundamental to our discussion, so we include it.
Proposition 2.4. The function δ : Q → Q admits a unique continuous extension to a function R → R, and δ −1 (1/2) = C.
Proof. We can define δ on each interval I α by the formula
so it is clear that this extension of δ is continuous everywhere except the points in C, where it has not yet been defined. Noting that
by the definition of x α , we see that any continuous extension of δ to R must satisfy δ(ξ) = 1/2 for all ξ ∈ C. Thus we define δ(ξ) = 1/2 for all ξ ∈ C. We also observe that δ(µ) > 1/2 for all µ ∈ R \ C since δ is increasing on each interval (α − x α , α] and decreasing on each interval [α, α + x α ). We must show continuity holds at ξ ∈ C.
If ξ ∈ C is of the form α + x α , then clearly δ is left-continuous at ξ. Similarly, if ξ is of the form β − x β , it is right-continuous there. Without loss of generality, suppose ξ is not of the form α + x α ; we show δ is left-continuous at ξ. Since ξ is in C but not of the form α + x α , it is an increasing limit of exceptional 7 slopes. If α ∈ E is any exceptional slope with α < ξ, then the maximum value of δ on the interval I α occurs at α, and equals
For any ǫ > 0, we can choose an exceptional slope α < ξ sufficiently close to ξ such that all rationals µ ∈ [α, ξ) satisfy (2r 2 µ ) −1 < ǫ; then for all x ∈ (α, ξ) we will have |δ(ξ) − δ(x)| < ǫ.
2.4. Triads; resolutions of height 0 stable sheaves on P 2 . A triad is a triple (E, G, F ) of exceptional bundles such that the slopes (µ(E), µ(G), µ(F )) are of the form (α, α.β, β), (β−3, α, α.β), or (α.β, β, α+3), where α, β are exceptional slopes of the form
for some p, q (possibly with q = −1, so that e.g.
) is a triad). Any exceptional slope can be written in the form α.β, so any exceptional bundle can be viewed as the bundle of slope α.β in any of the three types of triads. The results from the first part of this subsection can be found in [Dr1] . For any triad (E, G, F ) , the canonical map
is injective, and the cokernel is an exceptional bundle S (for a discussion of which exceptional bundle S is, see either [Dr1] or Theorem 9.3 in this paper). On the other hand, the map
is surjective, with kernel S(−3). For any coherent sheaf V on P 2 , there is a canonical complex
coming from a generalized version of the Beilinson spectral sequence. If Hom(F, V ) = Hom(V, E) = 0, then the map A V is injective, the map B V is surjective, and the middle cohomology is just V . Many numerical invariants of pairs of members of a triad are easily computed, in light of the following vanishing theorem. 
One then easily concludes the following facts by computing Euler characteristics:
Let V be a stable sheaf with invariants (r, µ, ∆), and let α ∈ E be the exceptional slope associated to µ. The height of V is defined to be the integer
In case µ ≤ α, this is just the number −χ(E α , V ); similarly, in case µ ≥ α it equals −χ(V, E α ).
In the case where the height is zero, the above complex degenerates considerably, as discussed in [Dr2] . To see this, suppose V has height zero, and first assume α − x α < µ ≤ α. Choose a triad (E, G, F ) with F = E α . We have inequalities of slopes
The height zero hypothesis gives χ(F, V ) = 0. Stability and the fact that V is non-exceptional gives Hom(F, V ) = 0 and Ext 2 (F, V ) = 0 (by Serre duality). Thus also Ext 1 (F, V ) = 0. Stability also gives Hom(V, E) = 0, so we conclude that the complex gives an exact sequence
If we write this resolution in the form
then the hypothesis that α − x α < µ ≤ α is equivalent to the inequalities
In case α ≤ µ < α − x α , we choose a triad (E, G, F ) with E = E α , and an identical argument gives an exact sequence
This time, writing the resolution in the form
the same inequalities (1) also hold, where it is understood that S has changed because we are using a different triad.
2.5. A Bertini-type statement. Throughout the paper, the following setup will occur several times. Suppose E, F are vector bundles of ranks m, n on a smooth variety X and the sheaf Hom(E, F ) is globally generated. For a map φ : E → F , denote by D k (φ) the degeneracy locus {x ∈ X : rk φ x ≤ k}.
Proposition 2.6. With the preceding setup, if φ is general then D k (φ) is empty or has the expected codimension (m − k)(n − k). Furthermore, in case the general D k (φ) is nonempty, the locus of φ ∈ Hom(E, F ) where D k (φ) has greater than the expected dimension is at least of codimension 2.
Proof. We quickly sketch the argument, which is just an analysis of the proof of [O, Theorem 2.8] . By global generation, we have a surjection
which shows that the natural evaluation map
is surjective and has fibers isomorphic to P h 0 (E * ⊗F )−mn . There is a subvariety Σ k ⊂ P(E * ⊗ F ) consisting of those points φ x : E x → F x such that rk(φ x ) ≤ k, and it is irreducible of codimension (m − k)(n − k).
Furthermore, in this case the dimension of the fibers of q cannot jump in codimension 1, as this would violate the irreducibility of Z. Alternately, if q is not surjective then D k (φ) is empty for general φ.
Number-theoretic properties of exceptional slopes
The exceptional slopes α ∈ E have many surprising number-theoretic properties. These will be of utmost importance in proving that the set of nonnegative slopes of stable bundles V such that χ(V )/ rk(V ) ≥ q, for q ∈ Q ≥0 a fixed nonnegative rational, has a minimum.
The main goal of this section is to describe nice properties of the continued fraction expansion of any α ∈ E . To do this, we essentially give an algorithm which computes the continued fraction expansion of α in terms of the binary expansion of the dyadic number p/2 q with ε(p/2 q ) = α.
Since the set E of exceptional slopes is invariant under translation by 1, it will suffice to consider only the case where 0 ≤ α < 1. For any real numbers a 0 , . . . , a k for which it makes sense, define the number
Recall that any rational number 0 ≤ α < 1 has a unique continued fraction expansion α = [0; a 1 , . . . , a k ] where the a i are positive integers and k is even. Indeed, if k is odd with a k = 1 then we can write α = [0; a 1 , . . . , a k−1 + 1]; on the other hand if k is odd and
Following standard notation, we let p n and q n be the numerator and denominator of the rational number [0; a 1 , . . . , a n ], called the nth convergent of α. With this notation, α = p k /q k . The fundamental relation between convergents is encapsulated by the equality of matrices
It is immediate from computing determinants that q n p n−1 − q n−1 p n = (−1) n . We say that the continued fraction expansion of 0 ≤ α < 1 is palindromic if the word a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k is a palindrome, i.e. if a i = a k+1−i for each i. Taking transposes of the above equality of matrices and using the uniqueness of continued fraction expansions of a given length, we recover the following well-known fact.
1 Lemma 3.1. A continued fraction expansion [0; a 1 , . . . , a k ] for the number α is palindromic if and only if p k = q k−1 . That is, the denominator of the penultimate convergent equals the numerator of α.
With preliminaries out of the way, we are now ready to state and prove our main result on the continued fraction expansion of an exceptional slope α ∈ E .
Theorem 3.2. Let 0 ≤ α < 1 be an exceptional slope. The unique continued fraction expansion α = [0; a 1 , . . . , a k ] with k even is palindromic, and every a i is either 1 or 2. Furthermore,
(1) every block of ones in the word a 1 , . . . , a k has even length, and (2) every block of twos in the word a 2 , . . . , a k−1 has even length.
Proof. The theorem is clearly true for α = 0. Any exceptional slope in the interval (0, 1) can be written uniquely in the form α.β, where
1 See [Sa] for another argument.
for integers p, q with 0 ≤ p ≤ 2 q − 1 and q ≥ 0. We wish to induct on q. There is a slight difficulty, in that perhaps β = 1, where the integer part of the even length continued fraction expansion is not 0. To circumvent this, we simply note that for every k ≥ 0 we have
where F 0 = 0, F 1 = 1, F n+2 = F n+1 + F n is the Fibonacci sequence. Thus the theorem is true for all slopes of the form ε(1 − 2 −k ). For any α.β not of the form ε(1 − 2 −k ) we will have β < 1, and thus we may assume by induction that the theorem holds for α and β. We now describe how to compute the continued fraction expansion of α.β when the theorem holds for α = [0; a 1 , . . . , a k ] and β = [0; b 1 , . . . , b l ] (where k, l are even so that the expansions are palindromic). First suppose that β is of the form
Visibly every term is a 1 or a 2, and one easily checks the hypotheses on the lengths of blocks of ones and twos are satisfied by this new word. The length of the word is also even. Furthermore, the equality [1; 1, 2 + x] = [2; −(3 + x)], valid for any real x = −2, −3, shows that this continued fraction equals
We'll show in a minute that this number is precisely α.β. Before that, we handle the other possible form of β. If instead β = [0; b 1 , . . . , b l−2 , 1, 1] (recalling that ones occur in blocks of even length) we consider the fraction
again easily verifying that the condition on the parity of lengths of blocks is satisfied. Here the equality [2; 2 + x] = [1, 1, −(3 + x)], valid again for real x = −2, −3, shows that this fraction equals
Thus, in either case we must show
Proving this relies on the palindromic property of the continued fraction expansion
and we must show this number equals α.β. From the palindromic property of β, we get q l−1 = p l . Writing everything in terms of β and r β , we thus have
where p l−1 is determined by the relation p l−1 q l − p l q l−1 = 1, recalling that l is even. Making the substitutions, basic algebra (using no special properties of α, β) shows
.
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Comparing this with Lemma 2.1, we conclude p l+1 /q l+1 = α.β. To complete the proof, it remains to show that our discovered continued fraction expansion for α.β is palindromic. To do this, we take the expansion we found and verify that reversing the terms gives a fraction that also equals α.β; by uniqueness of even length expansions we conclude the expansion is palindromic.
So first suppose we are in the case where b l = 2. The fraction obtained by reversing the terms of Similarly, in case b l = b l−1 = 1, the fraction obtained by reversing the terms of
To complete the proof we must verify that α.β = [0; a 1 , . . . , a k , 3 − β]. Letting p i /q i be the convergents, we use the palindromic property of α to easily compute
Again comparing with Lemma 2.1, we conclude p k+1 /q k+1 = α.β.
An immediate consequence of our description of the continued fraction expansion of α ∈ E is the following elementary congruence, which we will need later. We do not know of a simple proof of this fact that does not make use of continued fraction methods.
Proof. Clearly the congruence only depends on the fractional part of α, so we may assume 0 ≤ α < 1. If [0; a 1 , . . . , a k ] is the even length palindromic continued fraction expansion of α, then q k p k−1 − q k−1 p k = 1, which in light of the palindrome condition gives r α p k−1 − (αr α ) 2 = 1.
Corollary 3.4. Let C = R \ α∈E I α . If ξ ∈ C, then the fractional part of the continued fraction expansion of ξ has only ones and twos in it.
Proof. Since α I α covers the rationals, ξ is irrational. Inspection of the continued fraction algorithm reveals that for each k, there is an ǫ > 0 such that all λ ∈ (ξ − ǫ, ξ + ǫ) have the same first k terms in their continued fraction expansions as ξ. But every element of C is a limit of exceptional slopes.
Corollary 3.5. Let D > 5 be a rational number. The number
That is, it is not in the generalized Cantor set C.
Note that the numbers α ± x α are all quadratic irrationals, and they all lie in C. Thus many quadratic irrationals do not lie in some I α . Furthermore, when D = 5 the result is false, as then ξ = 0 − x 0 . We thank Henry Cohn for showing us the following argument [C] .
Proof. If D is a square the result is obvious, so we may assume ξ is irrational. Also, if 5 < D < 9 then 0 − x 0 < ξ < 0, so ξ ∈ I 0 . Thus we assume D > 9 is not a square.
Let r be the positive integer such that
We claim the (repeating) continued fraction expansion of ξ takes the form
with a k = 2r + 1. Since 2r + 1 ≥ 3, we will conclude from Corollary 3.4 that ξ / ∈ C and hence ξ ∈ I α for some α.
Consider the number ξ + r + 2. The integer part of this number is 2r + 1, so it will suffice to show that it is purely periodic, i.e. that ξ + r + 2 = [2r + 1; a 1 , . . . , a k−1 ].
It is well known [Da] that a quadratic irrational is purely periodic if and only if it is larger than 1 and its algebraic conjugate is between −1 and 0. Thus we must only check the inequalities
and these are equivalent to (2r + 1) 2 < D < (2r + 3) 2 .
The associated exceptional bundle
Let Z ∈ P 2[n] be a general point. In the next section, we will determine a particularly nice resolution of the ideal sheaf I Z by a semi-exceptional bundle and a stable bundle. One of the more challenging aspects of finding this resolution is simply determining which exceptional bundle is the correct one. The goal of this section is to determine the slope of the exceptional bundle which is naturally associated to the ideal sheaf I Z .
As a first goal, we aim to determine the minimum possible slope µ of a stable bundle V with the property that χ(V ) ≥ rk(V )n. To do this, we introduce an auxiliary function γ : Q ≥0 → Q ≥0 on the nonnegative rationals by the formula
noting that γ(0) = 0. By Theorem 2.2, for any rational numbers µ, ∆, there exists a non-exceptional stable bundle V with slope µ and discriminant ∆ if and only if ∆ ≥ δ(µ). Equivalently, there exists such a bundle if and only if
Thus for each µ ∈ Q ≥0 the maximum value of the ratio χ(V )/ rk(V ) over all non-exceptional stable bundles V of slope µ is precisely γ(µ). Since δ admits a unique continuous extension to R by Proposition 2.4, we see immediately that γ also admits a continuous extension to a function γ : R ≥0 → R ≥0 . Let us establish several other elementary properties of the function γ. (1) is strictly increasing, (2) is piecewise linear with rational coefficients on each interval I α , where α ∈ E , and (3) is unbounded.
In particular, γ has an inverse.
Proof. We first record a more explicit formula for γ. On any interval I α , γ takes the form
Properties (2) and (3) follow immediately. Clearly γ is increasing on each interval (α − x α , α + x α ).
Thus to see γ is strictly increasing, it will suffice to see that if 0 ≤ α < β are exceptional slopes then
since the function P (x) is increasing on [−3/2, ∞) and α + x α < β − x β .
Let q ∈ Q ≥0 be fixed. Since γ is increasing, we conclude that there exists a non-exceptional stable bundle V of slope µ ≥ 0 with
if and only if γ −1 (q) ≤ µ. Thus the set of slopes of non-exceptional stable bundles with µ(V ) ≥ 0 and χ(V )/ rk(V ) ≥ q has a minimum if and only if γ −1 (q) is rational. That this is always the case follows from our investigation into the number theory of exceptional slopes, as we shall now see.
We warn the reader that the properties of Proposition 4.1 alone are not sufficient to imply the theorem. In fact, it is a priori possible that there exists some q ∈ Q ≥0 such that γ −1 (q) lies in the generalized Cantor set C = R \ α I α . See [H1] for a discussion of several counterexamples.
Proof. Let q ∈ Q ≥0 , and put ξ = γ −1 (q). If ξ ∈ I α for some α ∈ E , then since γ is piecewise linear with rational coefficients on I α we conclude that ξ ∈ Q, and we are done. If ξ lies in no I α , then we have
and thus
Since q ≥ 0, this contradicts Corollary 3.5 unless q = 0; in case q = 0 we trivially have ξ = 0, so we are done.
Remark 4.3. In fact, keeping notation from the proof of the theorem, it is easy to show that if α is the associated exceptional slope to γ −1 (q) then 1 2 (−3 + √ 5 + 8q) ∈ I α . Once the associated exceptional slope to γ −1 (q) is known, it is easy to determine γ −1 (q) precisely via the formulas in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Thus a fast method for determining γ −1 (q) is to first find the interval I α in which
lies.
Corollary 4.4. For every q ∈ Q ≥0 , the set of nonnegative slopes of non-exceptional stable bundles V satisfying χ(V )/ rk(V ) ≥ q has a minimum, namely γ −1 (q). Furthermore, any such V of minimum possible slope has χ(V )/ rk(V ) = q.
We now turn to including the exceptional bundles into the discussion. These bundles have an unusually large ratio χ α /r α for their slopes, so they require special attention. We first collect some more necessary facts about the exceptional slopes in the following easy lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let α ∈ E be nonnegative, and let n be a nonnegative integer.
It is never the case that γ(α) = n unless α is an integer; in this case
The derivative of the function γ(µ) on the interval [α, α + x α ) is α + 3, so it suffices to show 1 r 2 α < x α (α + 3).
In fact, even 1 r 2 α < 3x α is true, and is easily verified by basic algebra.
(2) Assume that χ α /r α > n. Since χ α is an integer, we must actually have
The numerator of this expression is congruent to −1 + α 2 r 2 α (mod r α ), so since α 2 r 2 α ≡ −1 (mod r α ) by Corollary 3.3 we see that γ(α) is not an integer, except possibly when α is an integer or half-integer. However, when r α = 2 we compute that the numerator is congruent to 2 mod 4. The expression for γ(α) when α is an integer is elementary.
We now remove our "non-exceptional" hypothesis from Corollary 4.4. Theorem 4.6. Let q ∈ Q ≥0 . The set of nonnegative slopes of stable bundles V with the property χ(V )/ rk(V ) ≥ q has a minimum µ.
In case q = n is a positive integer, there exist stable V of slope µ with χ(V )/ rk(V ) = n. In fact, unless n is of the form (r + 2)(r + 1)/2 − 1 for a positive integer r, no stable V of slope µ has χ(V )/ rk(V ) > n.
Proof. We already know from Corollary 4.4 that the set of nonnegative slopes of non-exceptional stable bundles with the property χ(V )/ rk(V ) ≥ q has a minimum λ = γ −1 (q). Let α ∈ E be the associated exceptional slope to λ. If β ∈ E has 0 ≤ β < α, then by Lemma 4.5 (1) χ β r β < γ(β + x β ) < γ(λ) = q, so the exceptional bundle E β does not have χ(E β )/ rk(E β ) ≥ q. On the other hand, it is possible that χ α /r α ≥ q and α < λ. It follows that the minimum nonnegative slope µ of stable bundles with χ(V )/ rk(V ) ≥ q is either α or λ; at any rate, the minimum exists. Now suppose q = n is a positive integer. With the notation of the previous paragraph, if µ = λ then it follows from Corollary 4.4 that every non-exceptional stable bundle of slope µ with χ(V )/ rk(V ) ≥ n actually has χ(V )/ rk(V ) = n. If in fact we have µ = λ = α, then we must have γ(α) = n, so n is of the form (r + 2)(r + 1)/2 − 1 by Lemma 4.5 (3). Finally, in case µ = α = λ we see α < λ, so γ(α) < n. By Lemma 4.5 (2), we conclude χ α /r α ≤ n, and thus χ α /r α = n.
At last, we can make precise our notion of the associated exceptional bundle to the ideal sheaf I Z of n general points.
Definition 4.7. For an integer n, let µ be the minimum nonnegative slope of a stable bundle V with χ(V )/ rk(V ) = n. Let α ∈ E be the associated exceptional slope to µ. The associated exceptional slope to P 2[n] is α.
Resolution of the ideal sheaf of n points
In this section we exhibit a particularly nice resolution of the ideal sheaf I Z of n general points in P 2 . The strategy will be to first describe the resolution for some Z ∈ P 2[n] , then argue that in fact the general Z has a resolution of this form as well.
Let n ≥ 1 be fixed for this section, and until further notice assume that n is not of the form r + 2 2 − 1.
We will handle this very easy case later; while it is possible to handle it uniformly with the other cases, incorporating it into the main dialog makes things much more confusing due to its exceptional nature with respect to Theorem 4.6. We begin by letting µ be the minimum nonnegative slope of a stable bundle with the property χ/r ≥ n. Consider the exceptional slope associated to µ. We may write it in the form α.β for some α, β ∈ E with
The triples (E β−3 , E α , E α.β ) and (E α.β , E β , E α+3 ) are then both triads.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose µ = α.β. (Since n = r+2 2 − 1, this is equivalent to assuming γ(µ) = n).
(1) If µ ∈ (α.β − x α.β , α.β), there exists a stable bundle V of slope µ with χ(V )/ rk(V ) = n and rk(V ) = (α.β)r α.β . (2) If µ ∈ (α.β, α.β + x α.β ), there exists a stable bundle V of slope µ with χ(V )/ rk(V ) = n and rk(V ) = (α.β + 3)r α.β .
Proof. Suppose µ ∈ (α.β − x α.β , α.β). By Proposition 4.1, we compute
and it follows that µ(α.β)r α.β is an integer. We conclude by Theorem 2.2 that the necessary V exists. The argument when µ ∈ (α.β, α.β + x α.β ) is analogous.
Definition 5.2. In case µ = α.β, any bundle provided by Lemma 5.1 is called an associated orthogonal bundle to the general ideal sheaf I Z of n points. When γ(µ) < n, we have χ α.β /r α.β = n, and the exceptional bundle E α.β is called the associated orthogonal bundle.
We denote by V an associated orthogonal bundle to I Z . The terminology comes from the numerical expectation that if I Z is general then H i (V ⊗ I Z ) = 0 for all i. Suppose V is not exceptional. In this case, we have
so ∆(V ) = δ(µ) and V has height zero. Thus V admits a nice resolution by semi-exceptional bundles.
Proposition 5.3. If V is an associated orthogonal bundle, one of the following three possibilities holds.
(1) µ = α.β and V is exceptional.
(2) µ < α.β, and rk(V ) = (α.β)r α.β . In this case, V admits a resolution
where m 1 = r α (µ−α)(α.β) and m 2 = r β (µ−β+3)(α.β). In particular, the numbers r α (µ−α)(α.β) and r β (µ − β + 3)(α.β) are positive integers. Furthermore, the inequalities
(3) µ > α.β, and rk(V ) = (α.β + 3)r α.β . In this case, V admits a resolution
α+3 → 0 with m 2 = r α (3 + α − µ)(α.β + 3) and m 1 = r β (β − µ)(α.β + 3), and the inequalities
Proof. Suppose we are in case (2), so that µ < α.β. Since V has height zero, associated exceptional slope α.β, and (E β−3 , E α , E α.β ) is a triad, there exists a resolution of the form
and by basic algebra
where we made use of the identity r α.β = r α r β (3 + α − β). Comparing ranks, we have m 2 r α = m 1 r β + (α.β)r α.β , and using r α.β = r α r β (3 + α − β) again we conclude m 2 = r β (µ − β + 3)(α.β). The inequalities on m 1 /m 2 follow immediately from Section 2.4. In case (3) we use the triad (E α.β , E β , E α+3 ) and perform an identical calculation.
The discussion of Section 2.4 shows that the prior resolution of V is canonical, and that the numbers m 1 and m 2 are suitable Euler characteristics. 5.1. The resolution of I Z for µ < α.β. At this point we "guess" a resolution of an ideal sheaf I Z . First let us suppose µ < α.β and rk(V ) = (α.β)r α.β . Put m 1 = r α (µ − α)(α.β) and m 2 = r β (µ − β + 3)(α.β), so that we have a resolution 0 → E
we find 3r α.β m 1 > m 2 (proving this reduces to the inequality 3x α.β r 2 α.β > 1 already considered in the proof of Lemma 4.5 (1)).
Thus we may consider a coherent sheaf W defined by the exact sequence
where the map φ between semi-exceptional bundles is general. To ensure that φ is surjective, we restrict our attention to the case where the "expected rank" m 1 r α − (3r α.β m 1 − m 2 )r β of W is at least 2; we will see later that this is not very restrictive at all, and will handle the other cases separately. Despite the form of its resolution, we warn that W is not typically a height zero bundle. By Proposition 2.6, if we show Hom(E −α−3 , E −β ) is globally generated, the hypothesis that the expected rank of W is at least 2 implies φ is surjective and W is locally free of the expected rank.
Lemma 5.4. Let α, β be exceptional slopes of the form
Then the sheaf Hom(E β−3 , E α ) is globally generated.
Proof. We induct on q, starting with q = −1 as a base case. Clearly if α = k and β = k + 2 for some integer k then Hom(E β−3 , E α ) ∼ = O P 2 (1) is globally generated. So suppose q ≥ 0, and first assume p is odd. Putting η = ε((p − 1)/2 q ), the induction hypothesis shows Hom(E β−3 , E η ) is globally generated. We have α = η.β, so (E η , E α , E β ) is a triad. The canonical map
is a quotient of a globally generated bundle, and it is globally generated.
When p is even, one reduces to the odd case by replacing (α, β) with (−β, −α) and then noting
Next, put m 3 = r α.β (P (α.β) − ∆ α.β − n) = χ α.β − r α.β n = χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z ) (which is clearly a positive integer) and consider a general map
We will see in a moment by a purely numerical calculation that the expected rank of W equals rk(E m 3 −(α.β) ) − 1, so our hypothesis on the expected rank of W is equivalent to requiring m 3 r α.β ≥ 3. In this case, Hom(W, E −(α.β) ) is globally generated. Indeed, from the defining sequence of W we have a surjection Hom(E m 1 −α−3 , E −(α.β) ) → Hom(W, E −(α.β) ) → 0, and global generation of the former bundle follows from the lemma. Thus the rank of ψ is only less than rk W in codimension 2, and it is an injection.
Lemma 5.5. Assume m 3 r α.β ≥ 3, and consider the cokernel Q in the exact sequence
where W is given by an exact sequence
We have rk(Q) = 1, c 1 (Q) = 0, and ch 2 (Q) = −n.
Proof. The proof is an entirely numerical calculation, albeit a complicated one. The basic strategy is to use the identities of Lemma 2.1 repeatedly to remove instances of r α , r β , r α.β , and α.β from expressions. Eventually we arrive at an expression only involving α and β, which turns out to not require any special properties of α, β. We first recollect
and also n = γ(µ) = (α.β)(µ + 3) + 1 + ∆ α.β − P (α.β).
Let us show rk(E m 3
−(α.β) ) = 1+rk(W ). In fact, we will show this equality holds when rk(W ) is interpreted as the expected rank of W , so that the condition m 3 r α.β ≥ 3 ensures the expected rank of W is at least 2. Expanding, we have an identity only involving exceptional slopes. Equivalently, we must show
or, applying Lemma 2.1,
this is the same as showing
Now using P (α − α.β) = ∆ α + ∆ α.β , we reduce to verifying
This final equality is true with any numbers x, y in place of α and α.β, so we conclude the required identity of ranks.
To compute c 1 (Q), we perform a similar calculation. In case α.β = 0, observe c 1 (Q) = 0 is obvious, so we divide by α.β freely. On the one hand,
We also have
Dividing both sides by r 2 α.β and applying P (α − β) = ∆ α + ∆ β shows that it is equivalent to
which is valid for any real numbers α, β with 3 + α − β = 0. Thus
comparing with our final expression for 1 + rk(W ) in the previous calculation. Since we already know rk(E m 3 −(α.β) ) = 1 + rk(W ), we conclude c 1 (Q) = 0. It is possible at this point to prove ch 2 (Q) = −n by the same methods. However, we will later show that there is a bundle V with χ(V ) = rk(V )n such that V ⊗ Q is acyclic, and this implies ch 2 (Q) = −n. That result will not make use of any of the further discussion in the rest of this section, so we may safely use this fact at will.
Corollary 5.6. Assume m 3 r α.β ≥ 3. The sheaf Q in the sequence
Proof. If we can show Q torsion free, then there is an embedding Q → Q * * which is an isomorphism outside of codimension 2. Since rk(Q) = 1 and c 1 (Q) = 0, we have Q * * ∼ = O P 2 , and it follows that Q ∼ = I Z for some zero-dimensional subscheme Z ⊂ P 2 . Its degree must be n since ch 2 (Q) = −n.
To verify that Q is torsion free, first observe that by construction the rank of ψ only drops in codimension 2. Thus any torsion occurs in codimension 2. Let T ⊂ Q be the torsion subsheaf. If T = 0 then h 0 (T ) > 0 (since T has zero-dimensional support) and therefore h 0 (Q) > 0.
However, we claim h 0 (Q) = 0. For this it suffices to verify h 0 (E −(α.β) ) = 0 and h 1 (W ) = 0. For the first, we simply note that −(α.β) < 0 and E −(α.β) is stable. To see h 1 (W ) = 0 it is enough to check h 0 (E −β ) = 0 and h 1 (E −α−3 ) = 0. The first equality follows from stability. To see the second, we have
, which is zero by Theorem 2.5. −β → W → 0, and assume the expected rank of W is at least 2 so that φ is injective and W is locally free. Let m 3 = −r α.β (P (α.β) − ∆ α.β − n) = r α.β n − χ α.β = −χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z ) > 0, and look at a general map
The resolution of I
easily verifying the bundle of such maps is globally generated. Verify by a numerical calculation that rk(W ) = 1 + rk(E m 3 −(α.β)−3 ), so that ψ is injective and the cokernel Q has rank 1; furthermore we conclude that the expected rank of W is always at least 2, so there are no exceptional cases to consider here. Compute c 1 (Q) = 0, and conclude as before that Q is an ideal sheaf of a zero-dimensional subscheme Z ⊂ P 2 of degree n.
5.3.
The resolution of I Z for µ = α.β, with V exceptional. In case V is exceptional, things are substantially easier. We have γ(µ) < n, so let λ > µ be the rational number with γ(λ) = n (it has associated exceptional slope α.β by Lemma 4.5 (1)), and let U be a stable bundle of slope λ and rank (α.β+3)r α.β with χ(U )/ rk(U ) = n. Apply the discussion of Section 5.2 to U instead of V (and λ instead of µ); we see that m 3 = 0, and it follows from the numerical calculations that W itself is already an ideal sheaf I Z . We can then further calculate m 1 = χ(E β ⊗ I Z ) and 3r α.β m 1 − m 2 = −χ(E α ⊗ I Z ) = −χ(I Z , E −α−3 ) using the techniques of the proof of Lemma 5.5 (where m 1 and m 2 are defined in terms of λ instead of µ). Consider the resolution
Applying Hom(−, E −α−3 ) to this sequence and taking cohomology shows that in fact
since E β ⊗E −α−3 is acyclic and E −α−3 is simple. Similarly, applying Hom(E −β , −) and taking cohomology gives
Thus we have a resolution
The remaining cases. The only cases we
have not yet covered are the cases m 3 r α.β ≤ 2 in case µ < α.β. We will discuss the case where r α.β = 2 and m 3 = 1 in detail; the other cases can be handled in a similar but easier manner. If r α.β = 2 and m 3 = 1, we must have (α, α.β, β) = (k, k + 1 2 , k + 1) for some positive integer k. We have
In fact, k = 2l must be even for n to be an integer. Write n = (2l + 1)(2l + 2) 2 + l.
Gaeta's theorem asserts that the ideal sheaf I Z of n general points has a resolution
where M is a general matrix of forms of the appropriate degrees. After applying automorphisms of the bundles, the matrix M can be brought into the form
where the q ij are quadrics. In other words, the resolution can be rewritten as
In particular, there is a map T P 2 (−2l − 2) → I Z (which is neither surjective nor injective). Consider the map of complexes 0
/ / 0 where the maps all come from the resolution and I Z is placed in the degree 0 position. One can check this diagram commutes and is a quasi-isomorphism. Denoting the second complex by W • [1], this implies that W • [1] is isomorphic to the mapping cone of the morphism T P 2 (−2l − 2) → I Z in the derived category D b (Coh(P 2 )). Thus there is a distinguished triangle
Note that we have proved this result for every general Z, and the other outstanding cases can also be handled for general Z in this fashion. By working in the heart of a suitable t-structure on D b (Coh(P 2 )), it is possible recover exactness. This idea will play a prominent role in Section 8.
We note that the case where n = r+2 2 −1 can also be handled by this method. Carry out the procedure for µ < α.β = r using a non-exceptional stable bundle V of rank r having χ/r = n. It is necessary to interpret W as a complex, but we obtain a distinguished triangle
Let us recap what has been proved to this point.
Proposition 5.7. In case µ < α.β or n = µ+2 2 − 1 there is a distinguished triangle
concentrated in degrees 0 and 1. So long as χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≥ 3, W • is a vector bundle (sitting in degree 0) and the distinguished triangle becomes an exact sequence.
When µ > α.β and n = µ+2 2 − 1, there is an exact sequence
In case µ = α.β, some I Z admits a resolution
5.5. Interpolation for exceptional bundles. We now know enough about resolutions of ideal sheaves to show that the general I Z imposes the "expected" number of conditions on sections of a large family of exceptional bundles. This result will allow us to clarify the nature of our resolution of I Z .
Theorem 5.8. Let I Z be a general ideal sheaf of n points, and let α.β be the exceptional slope associated to the rational number µ with γ(µ) = n. Let η be an exceptional slope which satisfies
That is, vanishing at a general collection of n points imposes the expected number of conditions on sections of E η . We suspect the theorem is true for all η, but the cases where α < η < β and η = α.β are typically more difficult.
Proof. This is an open property of Z, so it suffices to show the result holds for a specific Z. Suppose we are in the case µ < α.β and χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≥ 3, and consider the exact sequence
we see that we must verify Hom(E −η , E −β ) = 0 and Ext 1 (E −η , E −α−3 ) = 0. The first group is zero since −η > −β, while the second is isomorphic to Ext 1 (E −α , E −η ), which is zero by Theorem 2.5 because −α ≤ −η. Thus H 0 (E η ⊗ I Z ) = 0. The case where η ≥ β is similar. In case η = α.β, note that E α.β ⊗ W is acyclic since E α.β ⊗ E −α−3 and E α.β ⊗ E −β are both acyclic. Thus
by rigidity. The other possibilities for µ are handled in the same way.
In particular, we see that for the general ideal sheaf I Z we have
in case µ < α.β and
in case µ > α.β. We now conclude the section with our final result on the resolution of I Z .
Theorem 5.9. Let Z be a general collection of n points.
(1) In case µ < α.β and χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≥ 3, we have a resolution
where the map E −(α.β) ⊗ Hom(E −(α.β) , I Z ) → I Z is the canonical one. The isomorphism class of W depends only on Z, and W is a stable bundle with resolution
where m 1 = r α (µ − α)(α.β) and m 2 = r β (µ − β + 3)(α.β). (2) In case µ > α.β, we have a resolution
The isomorphism class of W depends only on Z, and W is a stable bundle with resolution
−β → W → 0, where m 1 = r β (β − µ)(α.β + 3) and m 2 = r α (3 + α − µ)(α.β + 3).
(3) In case µ = α.β, we have a resolution
Recall that we have already discussed how to prove the natural analog of this theorem in the cases where µ < α.β and χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≤ 2 by working in the derived category.
Proof. Let us focus on cases (1) and (2); the third case is easier. The key fact is that in either case a general bundle W with resolution of the prescribed form is stable, and, conversely, a general stable bundle W ′ ∈ M (ch(W )) admits a resolution of the same form as W . This will follow from Brambilla [Brm1, Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 8.2] if we check Ext 1 (E −α−3 , E −β (−1)) = 0 (the necessary inequality to apply their theorem follows immediately from our inequalities on m 1 /m 2 ). This vanishing guarantees that the bundle W is prioritary, i.e. that Ext 2 (W, W (−1)) = 0.
To prove the required vanishing H 1 (E α+3 ⊗ E −β−1 ) = 0, first observe that it is obvious in case α and β are both integers. Thus we may assume β − α < 1. Write F = E α+3 ⊗ E −β−3 and observe that F is acyclic and µ(F ) = α − β > −1; we must show H 1 (F (2)) = 0. So let C ⊂ P 2 be a plane conic, and consider the exact sequences
Suppose we are in the case µ < α.β. By using Proposition 5.7 we see that there is some Z ∈ P 2[n] such that there is a resolution
with W stable (since it is general by construction) and having the specified resolution. By Theorem 5.8, m 3 = dim Hom(E −(α.β) , I Z ), so after performing an appropriate identification of C m 3 with Hom(E −(α.β) , I Z ) we see that either the map E −(α.β) ⊗ C m 3 → I Z is the canonical one or there is some factor E −(α.β) which maps to zero, and hence is a summand of W . But W is stable, so this is impossible, and the map is the canonical one.
For a general Z with dim Hom (E −(α.β) , I Z ) = χ(E −(α.β) , I Z ), we consider the canonical map
The property that this map is surjective is open in Z, the property that the kernel is stable is open in Z, and the property that the kernel has the expected resolution is open in Z. Thus defining W to be the kernel, we obtain the desired resolution. The case where µ > α.β is similar. Sheaves W fitting into the sequence
are classified by elements of Ext 1 (I Z , E −(α.β)−3 ) m 3 . If the m 3 components of such an element do not form a basis for Ext 1 (I Z , E −(α.β)−3 ), then W will have E −(α.β)−3 as a direct summand and will not be stable. When the components do form a basis, the isomorphism class of W is independent of the choice of elements, as different choices merely amount to different identifications
Orthogonality of Kronecker modules
Let N ≥ 3 be fixed for this section. A general Steiner bundle E on P N −1 = PV is a vector bundle admitting a resolution of the form
where the a × b matrix M of linear forms is general. Consider the following fundamental problem. Given a second general Steiner bundle
compute the dimension of the space Hom(F, E).
Since
and in particular determines a diagram
On the other hand, any diagram of the latter form induces a homomorphism F → E, and these constructions are inverse to one another.
6.1. Kronecker modules. The matrix M defining the Steiner bundle E can be thought of as a linear map e : B ⊗ V → A, where B, A are b-and a-dimensional vector spaces, respectively. The preceding discussion shows that the space Hom(F, E) is naturally isomorphic the space of commutative diagrams of the form
Let Q be the quiver with two vertices and N arrows from the first vertex to the second, i.e. the N -arrowed Kronecker quiver. A representation of Q (or a Kronecker V -module) assigns to each vertex a vector space and to each arrow a linear map from the first vector space to the second. A representation e of Q is therefore the same thing as a linear map e : B ⊗ V → A, where B, A are vector spaces. If f : B ′ ⊗V → A ′ is a second representation, then the homomorphisms f → e are precisely the commutative diagrams as above. In particular, if E, F are Steiner bundles with corresponding Kronecker V -modules e, f , then Hom Q (f, e) ∼ = Hom(F, E).
The dimension vector of e : B ⊗ V → A is the element dim e = (dim B, dim A) of N 2 . The Euler characteristic of a pair f, e of representations is defined by
Fix a dimension vector (b, a) and vector spaces B, A of dimensions b and a. There is a natural action of SL(B) × SL(A) on the space P Hom(B ⊗ V, A). Denote by Kr(V, B, A) = Kr(N, b, a) the semi-stable objects in the GIT quotient of this action. If e : B ⊗ V → A is a Kronecker module, we will also denote by Kr(dim e) = Kr(V, B, A) the space corresponding to the dimension invariants of e. For a nonzero module e, we define the slope µ(e) ∈ [0, ∞] to be the number b/a, interpreted as ∞ if a = 0 and b = 0. It is observed in [Dr2] that the general Kronecker V -module with slope µ will be GIT-stable whenever
By work of Schofield and van den Bergh [Sc, SvdB] , stability of quiver representations can be detected by the existence of orthogonal representations. We state their result in the special case of the Kronecker quiver.
Theorem 6.1 ([SvdB, Corollary 1.1]). A Kronecker V -module e is GIT-semistable if and only if there is a nontrivial Kronecker V -module f with Hom(f, e) = Ext 1 (f, e) = 0.
Several other authors have discussed similar results, such as Derksen-Weyman andÁlvarez-Cónsul-King [DW, ACK] . The following restatement of the theorem is immediate by the computation of the Euler form.
Corollary 6.2. Consider Kronecker modules
where e is semistable and f is general. If k is sufficiently large, then Hom(f, e) = 0. In particular, the conclusion holds if e is general and µ(e) ∈ (ψ −1 N , ψ N ). Remark 6.3. Keep the notation from the corollary. In [Dr2] it is shown that Kr(dim e) has Picard group Z. The corollary implies that for a general f the locus
forms a divisor, which must be a multiple of the generator of the Picard group. Furthermore, for any e ′ ∈ Kr(dim e), the general divisor D f does not contain e ′ .
6.2. Orthogonality of quotients of semi-exceptional bundles. As a simple application of the orthogonality result for Kronecker modules, consider a triad (E, G, F ) of exceptional bundles on P 2 , and put N = dim Hom(E, G) = rk F . Let V, W be general quotients of the form
with k sufficiently large. Since Hom(G, E) is acyclic, homomorphisms V → W correspond to diagrams
Alternately, W corresponds to a general Kronecker Hom(E, G) * -module e : C b ⊗ Hom(E, G) * → C a , and V corresponds to a general f :
. Since E and G are simple, Hom(V, W ) ∼ = Hom Q (f, e).
N , ψ N ) and k is sufficiently large, then Hom(V, W ) has no cohomology. Proof. The inequalities on b/a ensure that V and W are stable (as in the proof of Theorem 5.9). Then Hom(V, W ) is stable of slope
which is nonnegative by the hypothesis on b/a, so Ext 2 (V, W ) = 0. By Corollary 6.2 we see Hom(V, W ) = 0. One easily calculates χ(V, W ) = 0 using the additivity of the Euler characteristic, so Ext 1 (V, W ) = 0 follows.
The effective cone of the Hilbert scheme of points
We now combine our results on the resolution of ideal sheaves I Z with the orthogonality of Kronecker modules to construct extremal effective divisors on the Hilbert scheme of points P 2 [n] .
Consider a general ideal sheaf I Z of n points. Let µ be the minimum slope of a stable bundle with χ/r = n, and assume µ is not exceptional. In most cases, Theorem 5.9 associates to I Z a stable bundle W . Either W or its dual admits a resolution by a pair of semi-exceptional bundles. Such a resolution induces a stable Kronecker module e as in Subsection 6.2, and the isomorphism class of this Kronecker module depends only on W . In cases where the exact sequence of Theorem 5.9 must be interpreted in the derived category instead, it is still the case that the complex W • corresponds to a stable Kronecker module.
Thus, so long as µ is non-exceptional, we obtain a dominant rational map
where e is a Kronecker module corresponding to W . In case µ is exceptional, the general I Z is already the cokernel of a map of semi-exceptional bundles, and this map can be regarded as a Kronecker module. The Hilbert scheme therefore always admits a rational map to a suitable moduli space of semistable Kronecker modules. It is clear that when µ is exceptional the map π is birational. In the general case, the map has positive-dimensional fibers.
Lemma 7.1. If µ is non-exceptional, then dim Kr(dim e) < 2n. Thus the general fiber of the rational map P 2 [n] Kr(dim e) is positive-dimensional.
Proof. Let α be the exceptional slope associated to µ, and suppose µ < α. Let V be the associated orthogonal bundle of Proposition 5.3. Then V has height zero, so there is a Kronecker module f giving rise to V , and M (ch V ) ∼ = Kr(dim f ). In Drezet [Dr2] it is shown that there is a natural isomorphism Kr(dim f ) ∼ = Kr(dim e). Thus it will be enough to show dim(M (ch(V ))) < 2n. The same reduction works in case µ > α.
Recall that M (ch(V )) has dimension r(V ) 2 (2∆(V ) − 1) + 1. We have γ(µ) = n and ∆(V ) = δ(µ), so we must show r(V ) 2 (2δ(µ) − 1) + 1 < 2γ(µ).
We check this inequality holds for µ ∈ (α − x α , α]. We have r(V ) = αr α . The left-hand side is a convex function of µ, while the right-hand side is linear in µ. Thus it suffices to check the inequality holds at the endpoints. We have δ(α − x α ) = 1/2, while
so the inequality holds at α − x α . At α, we have
As n ≥ 2 we have α ≥ 1, so the required inequality follows. We also must check the inequality holds when µ ∈ (α, α + x α ); here things are slightly trickier. We have r(V ) = (α + 3)r α , and we must verify (2) (
The issue is that this inequality does not hold when substituting µ = α (although it does still hold for µ = α + x α , as δ(α + x α ) = 1/2). However, we have
The numerator and denominator of this last fraction are integers, so since µ = α we may assume µ ≥ µ 0 := α + ((α + 3)r 2 α ) −1 . But in fact, plugging in µ = µ 0 to inequality (2) yields an equality, so the convexity argument shows the inequality holds when µ ∈ (µ 0 , α + x α ); we must rule out the possibility that µ = µ 0 can actually occur. So suppose µ = µ 0 . We have
which means that in fact we must have µ = α, as χ α /r α = n. Thus this case never actually arises, and the required inequality holds.
Theorem 7.2. Let µ be the minimum slope of a stable vector bundle on P 2 having the property χ/r = n. Let V be a general stable bundle of slope µ with χ/r = n such that r is sufficiently large and divisible. Then V has interpolation for n points, and the effective divisor D V (n) is extremal. The effective cone of P 2[n] is spanned by µH − 1 2 ∆ and ∆.
Proof. Let α.β be the exceptional slope associated to µ, as in Section 5, and let Z ∈ P 2[n] be general. First assume µ < α.β. We assume χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≥ 3; the details in the other "derived" cases are essentially the same. We have a resolution
as in Theorem 5.9. With m 1 , m 2 as in the theorem, let V be a general bundle with resolution
where k is a sufficiently large integer. Since E β−3 ⊗ E −(α.β) and E α ⊗ E −(α.β) are acyclic, V ⊗ E −(α.β) is acyclic. Thus it suffices to show V ⊗ W is acyclic. Now W has a resolution
To show V ⊗ W is acyclic it suffices to show Hom(V, W * (−3)) is acyclic. But W * (−3) has a resolution To see that D V (n) is extremal, observe that it is the pullback of a divisor D f on Kr(dim e) under the rational map π, where f is the Kronecker module corresponding to the resolution of V (see Remark 6.3).
If µ > α.β an identical argument works. In case µ = α.β, interpolation follows from Theorem 5.8. To see the divisor is extremal, recall that the general I Z has a resolution
Any I Z with a resolution of this form has V ⊗ I Z acyclic. By Proposition 2.6 and the methods of Section 5, we can vary the map in the resolution to produce complete curves in the Hilbert scheme consisting entirely of schemes admitting resolutions as above. This gives a moving curve class dual to D V (n), so the divisor is extremal.
Remark 7.3. Even in the general case, one can produce moving curves on the Hilbert scheme dual to the extremal effective divisor as in the final part of the proof of the theorem. For instance, starting from a resolution of the form
one can vary the map ψ to produce complete curves in fibers of the rational map π.
In case the exceptional slope α.β is an integer, it is easy to construct a moving curve classically. Write n = r(r + 1)/2 + s, with 0 ≤ s ≤ r. The assumption that α.β is an integer amounts to requiring either s/r > ϕ −1 or s+1 r+2 < 1 − ϕ −1 , where ϕ is the golden ratio; these two inequalities correspond to the possibilities µ < α.β and µ ≥ α.β, respectively. In the former case, there is a dual moving curve given by letting n points move in a linear pencil on a smooth curve of degree r; in the latter case, we get a dual moving curve by letting n points move in a linear pencil on a smooth curve of degree r + 2. See [ABCH, H2, H3] for details.
We have also described a dual moving curve in case α.β is a half-integer k/2, with k odd, and µ < α.β. Writing n as in the previous paragraph, this corresponds to the case where
In this case, we showed in [H2, H3] that for a general collection Z of n points there is a curve C of degree 2r − 1 which has r 2 − (r − 1) − n nodes and no further singularities, such that Z moves in a linear pencil on C. Allowing Z to move in such a linear pencil describes a moving curve on P 2[n] , and it is dual to the extremal divisor D V (n).
Remark 7.4. The map i q :
given by taking the union of a scheme with a fixed point q ∈ P 2 induces an isomorphism Pic(P 2[n] ) ∼ = Pic(P 2[n+1] ) identifying the divisors H and ∆ in each space. Up to this identification, there is a natural inclusion Eff(P 2[n+1] ) ⊂ Eff(P 2[n] ). Combining the theorem with the results of Section 4 we see that this inclusion is strict unless n is of the form r+2 2 − 1, when both effective cones are spanned by rH − 1 2 ∆ and ∆.
In Table 1 , we explicitly compute the nontrivial edge of the effective cone of the Hilbert scheme P 2[n] for small n. This data can be generated very quickly by computer using the results of Section 4. Remark 4.3 is especially useful for this.
Connections with Bridgeland stability
In [ABCH] , it was conjectured that there is a correspondence between the walls in the Mori chamber decomposition of the Hilbert scheme P 2[n] and the walls in a suitable half-plane of Bridgeland stability conditions. Our goal for the rest of the article is to show that our computation of the effective cone of P 2[n] is consistent with this conjecture. The key step is to determine when exceptional bundles are Bridgeland semistable.
8.1. Preliminaries on Bridgeland stability. We briefly summarize the necessary material from [ABCH] ; we refer the reader to sections 5-9 of that paper for a full account. Let D b (P 2 ) = D b (coh P 2 ) be the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on P 2 . For any s ∈ R, we define full subcategories F s and Q s of coh(P 2 ) by the requirements
• Q ∈ Q s if and only if Q is torsion, or every quotient in the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of Q has slope larger than s.
• F ∈ F s if and only if F is torsion-free, and each quotient in the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of F has slope no larger than s.
The subcategories (F s , Q s ) define a torsion pair for each s. Associated to this torsion pair is a corresponding t-structure on D b (P 2 ). The heart of this t-structure is the full abelian subcategory A s of D b (P 2 ) given by complexes whose H −1 -term is in F s and whose H 0 -term is in Q s , with all other cohomology sheaves equal to zero:
Next we define on the category A s a family of slope functions; these will depend only on the Chern character (r, c, d) = (ch 0 , ch 1 , ch 2 ) of a complex E • . For each real number t > 0, put
Then the pair A s,t = (A s , µ s,t ) forms a Bridgeland stability condition [Bri, AB, BM] . One defines slope semistability of objects of A s,t in the obvious way. For any Chern character and choice of (s, t), the moduli space M P 2 (r, c, d) of semi-stable objects of A s,t with given Chern character can be constructed as an Artin stack [AP, AB, L, T] . These spaces can also be constructed as projective schemes using geometric invariant theory [ABCH, BM2] . When E ∈ Q s is a coherent sheaf, we regard it as an object of A s by viewing it as a 0-complex. The following fact from [ABCH] is particularly relevant to the present discussion, so we single it out. The analogous fact for K3-surfaces was originally shown by Bridgeland [Bri] .
Proposition 8.1. Suppose E ∈ Q s is a Mumford-semistable sheaf. There is a number t 0 > 0 such that E is a µ s,t -semi-stable object of A s for all t > t 0 . Furthermore, there exists a uniform choice of t 0 depending only on the Chern character of E.
Conversely, it can be seen that if E • ∈ A s has ch 0 (E • ) ≥ 0 and E • is (s, t)-semi-stable for large t, then in fact H 0 (E • ) ∈ Q s is a Mumford-semistable sheaf and H −1 (E • ) = 0. Thus E • is isomorphic to a Mumford-semistable sheaf in Q s . We conclude that if s < c/r and t ≫ 0 then the moduli space of (r, c, d ) is just the ordinary moduli space of Mumfordsemistable coherent sheaves. In particular, if s < 0 and t ≫ 0, the moduli space of (s, t)-semistable objects of A s with Chern character (1, 0, −n) is isomorphic to P 2[n] for large t.
To understand the birational geometry of P 2[n] , we study the problem of understanding how the moduli space of (s, t)-semistable objects of A s with Chern character (1, 0, −n) varies as (s, t) varies in the quadrant {s < 0, t > 0}. When the collection of semistable objects changes, it is due to (s, t) crossing a potential wall where some ideal sheaf I Z is destabilized. Precisely, for two Chern characters (r, c, d) and (r ′ , c ′ , d ′ ), the corresponding potential wall is the subset W (r,c,d),(r ′ ,c ′ ,d ′ ) = {(s, t) : µ s,t (r, c, d) = µ s,t (r ′ , c ′ , d ′ )}.
When E is a bundle with Chern character (r, c, d), we frequently write W E,(r ′ ,c ′ ,d ′ ) for the preceding wall, and similarly with the second argument. If E ′ → E is an inclusion of objects of A s , then E is potentially destabilized as (s, t) crosses the wall W E,E ′ . In fact, elementary calculus shows that if (r, c, d) and (r ′ , c ′ , d ′ ) are not proportional then on one side of the wall we have µ s,t (E ′ ) > µ s,t (E) and on the other we have µ s,t (E) > µ s,t (E ′ ). In particular, E cannot be semistable on both sides of the wall, but it could potentially be unstable on both sides. The geometry of the walls we must consider is particularly nice. The formula for the radius of a wall becomes more transparent when one looks at a Mumford-stable sheaf E of slope c/r = 0. In this case, the Bogomolov inequality gives d ≤ 0. If we let x = rd ′ − r ′ d rc ′ , then the wall W E,(r ′ ,c ′ ,d ′ ) has center (x, 0) and radius x 2 + 2d r ≤ |x|.
Noting that 2d/r is a fixed nonpositive number, we observe the following basic fact.
Lemma 8.2. The radius of a semicircular wall to the left of the vertical wall decreases as the center moves to the right, toward the vertical wall. Similarly, the radius of a wall to the right of the vertical wall decreases as the center moves to the left.
The restriction that µ(E) = 0 in the preceding discussion is not essential; formally twisting by −µ(E) shifts all the walls by µ(E), so the general case follows from this. Thus in order to show one wall W E,(r ′ ,c ′ ,d ′ ) is nested in another W E,(r ′′ ,c ′′ ,d ′′ ) it is enough to show both walls lie on the same side of the vertical wall and that the center of the first wall is closer to the vertical wall than the center of the second wall is. This fact can be useful, as the expression for the radius is far more complicated than the expression for the center.
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If E is a Mumford-stable sheaf in Q s 0 , then we say an injection F → E in the category A s 0 destabilizes E at (s 0 , t 0 ) if E is (s 0 , t 0 )-semistable and (s 0 , t 0 ) lies on the wall W E,F , so that E, F have the same (s 0 , t 0 )-slope. In this case, for every (s, t) ∈ W E,F the map F → E destabilizes E at (s, t); in particular, E and F are in A s . Thus we say F destabilizes E along the wall W E,F . Recall that µ s,t (F ) > µ s,t (E) for all (s, t) on one side of the wall and µ s,t (F ) < µ s,t (E) for all (s, t) on the other side of the wall; since E is Mumford-stable we see that in fact E is (s, t)-stable for all (s, t) outside of the wall and E is not (s, t)-semistable for any (s, t) inside the wall.
We may now describe the conjectural correspondence between Bridgeland and Mori walls for P 2[n] discussed in [ABCH] . Let I Z be the ideal sheaf of some Z ∈ P 2[n] , and consider the family of walls W I Z ,(r ′ ,c ′ ,d ′ ) . We call a wall in this family a Bridgeland wall for the Hilbert scheme if some ideal sheaf I Z is destabilized along the wall. With n fixed, Bridgeland walls only depend on their centers, so we denote the Bridgeland wall with center (x, 0) by W x . On the other hand, a Mori wall is a ray H + 1 2y ∆ in Eff P 2 [n] where the stable base locus of a divisor in the ray changes; such walls depend only on the parameter y < 0.
Conjecture 8.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between Bridgeland walls W x and Mori walls H + 1 2y ∆ for P 2 [n] given by the transformation
The collapsing wall is the Bridgeland wall where the general ideal sheaf I Z is destabilized; it is the innermost Bridgeland wall. The proof of the next theorem will occupy the rest of this section. 8.2. The destabilizing object for a general ideal sheaf. To prove Theorem 8.4, we need to identify the collapsing wall and verify the relation between its center and the edge of the effective cone. It is relatively easy to specify what the collapsing wall is; the difficult part is to show that the general ideal sheaf I Z is actually semistable along the collapsing wall. Here we describe the collapsing wall, and leave the proof of semistability of the general ideal sheaf for the next section. Let µ be the minimum slope of a stable bundle V with χ/r = n, and let α.β be the associated exceptional slope to µ, as in Section 5. Assume for now that µ < α.β. Let I Z be a general ideal sheaf of n points. By Theorem 5.9 there is a distinguished triangle is then also a distinguished triangle. In case χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≥ 3, so that W = W • is actually a stable vector bundle, we observe that µ(W ) < µ(E −(α.β) ) since c 1 (W ) = c 1 (E −(α.β) ) < 0 and rk(W ) = rk (E −(α.β) ) − 1. Thus if µ(W ) < s < µ(E −(α.β) ) we have E −(α.β) ∈ Q s and W ∈ F s , so W in the category A s . The cases with χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≤ 2 are easily handled case by case, and we arrive at the same exact sequence if W is interpreted as a complex. Treating the cases where µ > α.β and µ = α.β similarly, it is natural to expect the following theorem is true.
Theorem 8.5. Let Z ∈ P 2[n] be general. When µ < α.β or n is of the form are destabilizing sub-and quotient objects of I Z , respectively. In each case, the center (x, 0) of the corresponding wall is given by x = −(µ + 3 2 ). Proving even one of the three cases of the theorem takes a large amount of calculation, so we focus exclusively on the case µ < α.β, and further assume χ(E α.β ⊗ I Z )r α.β ≥ 3. Verifying the other cases would be a good exercise to become comfortable with the arithmetic of exceptional slopes and Bridgeland stability. Let us point out the following general fact before beginning the proof: given any exact sequence of sheaves 0 → A → B → C → 0,
